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ON INTERPOLATION POLYNOMIALS USING THE ROOTS OF ULTRASPHERICAL POLYNOMIALS
It is well known ti^at polynomials j H 2n-1^x' f '}n«1 oan uniquely determined.
The following theorems will be proved in this paper. 3. In this part of the paper the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are presented. Let f(x) e C^1' ([-1,1] ) and let be the polynomial defined for function FA(xjf). The relations (2.12), (2.13), (2.14), (2.7), (2.4) and the facts y^ » FA(xvif), y^ * F^(x9|f) which are simple consequences of relations (1.7) and (1.9) imply that which are similar to relations (3.1) applied for the derivatives. Sinoe function V 2q _.j (x)+W 2n _.j(x) is a polynomial, the inequality of Bernstein, and relations (3.3) and (3.5) imply that (3.7)
Vl'X d Prom relations (3.6), (2.12) and (3.7) one may conclude that in interval -1+e ^ x $1-e, | f '( x >-H 2n-1 (3C * f, l • 0(Ou(h» f')log n.
Thus Theorem 2 is proved. 
